Spring 2017

GROWING AN ATHLETE
Do you ever wonder if your child needs any extra nutritional support while training? The answer is a definite yes; especially
with the extensive training hours they complete weekly.

Competitive athletes:


Face high levels of stress – any form of exercise puts stress on the body; whether physical or
mental.



Have a higher metabolism - muscle burns more than fat.



Encounter higher levels of tissue/muscle damage, inflammation and regeneration; often due to free
radical damage or oxidation.



Experience acidity – exercise and stress create acidity; acidity creates tissue damage,
inflammation and illness.



May be physically fit but unhealthy.

Therefore it’s very important to support those bodies in any way we can. A good place to
start is to look at what our children eat during their 15 minute nutrition breaks. Here are some key
snacks they need and why:


Fruits and vegetables – they are digested and utilized quickly by the body, providing a quick supply of electrolytes,
vitamins, minerals and healthy carbohydrates. These also help counteract any acidity.



Water – our bodies are over 70% water and much is lost through training; therefore it’s very important to rehydrate
whenever possible with clean, filtered, alkaline water (pH 7.4+). Do not use any product containing artificial sweeteners
such as sucralose, Aspartame (Aminosweet) or Splenda.
Power Smoothie Recipe
Electrolytes – these are important minerals the body uses
1 cup water/coconut water or fresh squeezed juice
quickly during training. These minerals include Calcium,
1 scoop greens powder and/or un-denatured
Magnesium, Potassium and Sodium. Many electrolyte
organic whey protein powder
replacement drinks exist and I don’t recommend most of
2 bananas
them, as they consist purely of refined sugar and food dyes
1 orange
which are very counter-productive to an athlete. Try fresh
1 cup berries or 1 scoop fruit powder
squeezed juice, pure coconut water (now found in tetra paks
1 tsp flax, salba or chia seed
at selected stores, or buy your own young coconut – yum,) or
Purée in a blender and drink.
use a natural electrolyte replacement.





A simple idea – pack a homemade smoothie containing those
ingredients just mentioned as they’re very easily assimilated. Remember, during breaks they only have about 15 minutes
to eat, so it has to be something nutritious that assimilates quickly – anything processed or packaged provides zero
nutritional value to an athlete. Chips, pop, cookies and chocolate don’t belong here. We care so much about their
health and performance - the better they eat, the better off they’ll be!
Written by: Christine Ng, Registered Holistic Nutritionist and Allergist. Article reprinted with author's permission from "Fast Track Spring 2010"
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WAG UPDATE
It has been a while since the last WAG update and a lot
has happened. Let's start from the beginning …
Summer began with a well-deserved 2 ½ weeks off,
only to see the girls return to weeks and weeks of
grueling conditioning to help them train new skills.
Summer training is very tough both physically and
mentally, but very rewarding. This is when the girls
start to learn the new skills needed to move them to
higher levels of competition. But it isn’t all work.
August marked the return of the annual WAG bonding
activity. The girls shared a fun-filled day at Canada's
Wonderland riding the coasters with their coaches
before gearing up for the jam-packed competitive
season.
Tour Selection in Quinte Bay was the first
competition of the season.
This was an
opportunity for the girls to qualify for the Lady
Luck, Las Vegas Invitational, representing Team
Ontario. OGC was well represented, sending five
senior athletes to the meet. Both Charlie Lister
and Kathryn Doran were selected for the team
and helped their respective teams place 2nd and
5th against some very tough competition.

Qualifiers
OGC’s first Provincial Qualifier of the 2016/2017 season was held in Burlington in early December. What a start to the
season! 11 of our WAG athletes combined to earn 8 Gold, 6 Silver and 6 Bronze medals, including 2 Gold All-Around and 2
Bronze All-Around medals!
The second qualifier was the Gymnastics Energy’s Chinese New Years Qualifier.
This meet marked the start of the competitive season for a number of our
youngest athletes. OGC sent 13 athletes who returned with 9 Gold, 11 Silver and 5
Bronze medals, including 3 Silver All-Around and 2 Bronze All-Around medals!
Since those first two meets,
our ladies have attended 3
more qualifiers, bringing
home an additional 21 Gold
medals, 29 Silver medals and
22 Bronze medals.
The
medal count includes 4 Gold
All-Around, 4 Silver AllAround and 4 Bronze AllAround medals.
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Congratulations also to our
level 8, 9 and 10 teams for
earning 2nd Place Team
Awards for Level 8 and 10,
and a 3rd Place Team Award
for Level 9 at the Milton
Springers 6-10 Qualifier.

Pictured: the WAG 25 hour group

The WAG coaching team of
Lorne
Bobkin,
Monica
Covacci, Candice Feinrip and
April Chappel are very proud
of
all
of
the
girls'
accomplishments thus far.
Written by: Kim Hughes

Pre Competitive 2 (14 hours ages 6-8) Update
“The girls are preparing for their first ODP meet in April where they will compete a few skills on
every event and be evaluated on their strength and flexibility. They will attend three
competitions in the spring and are working hard on fun, new skills for next year.”
April Chappel

Going for Gold!
The comptetive fun continues! Join our many
qualifying Level 6-10 Athletes at the Better Living
Centre/Exhibition Place in April for the Ontario
Women's Artistic Championships. All of the hard
work, preperation and determination comes to a
head, as these ladies compete against some of the
best gymnasts in Ontario in an attempt to qualify
for Easterns in Sackville, New Brunswick this May.
"It's not about winning or losing a competition, it's
about beating the doubt from within yourself and
knowing at the end of each day, you are one step
closer to your goals." - Jonathan Horton, USA, Twotime Olympic Medalist (2008)

"Wake up every day knowing that today is a new
day and only you can determine the outcome of
that day. So dream big, accept the challenge and
never look back." - Alicia Sacramone, 10-time World
Medalist (2005-2011)
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Meet the Athlete Mackenzie Robinson
Jamaican National Team Member
Congratulations to Mackenzie Robinson, who competed Level 10
at the United Gymnastix Winterfest meet in Baltimore, Maryland.
She placed 2nd overall and earned a spot on the Jamaican National
Team! Going forward, Mackenzie will compete at the
International level. We look forward to watching one of our own
compete on the World Stage!
At 15 years old, Mackenzie Robinson already has so many
accomplishments under her belt. She is the type of gymnast that
other gymnasts look up to and coaches love to train. If she were
to sum up gymnastics in one word, it would be…"FUN!"
Mackenzie Robinson (or 'Mack' as she is known by her friends,)
began her gymnastics career at the age of four, jumping on her trampoline. By age nine, Mack knew that artistic
gymnastics was her passion and started training at the National Aspire level. “I knew I wanted to stay in it” Mack confides.
No stranger to hard work, Mack was already training 25 hours a week before joining OGC in January 2016. Today, she
competes at level 10 (National Level).
What an amazing smile this exceptional athlete had on her face when asked about her most memorable moment to date making it onto Jamaica’s National Team!!!
Mack describes her experience with pride: “I was really excited,
because I went into it really stressed and nervous. After hearing that
they wanted me, I was so excited!” As gymnastics is often a mental
game, she recounts a valuable lesson learned: “I have to trust myself
more. The floor was different and I thought I would not do my
routine, but in the end I did, and I ended up winning floor!”
When asked about her goals, she didn’t hesitate to say, “The 2020
Olympics in Tokyo, Japan.” In fact, her journey to prepare for the
Olympics has already begun. In the gym, she is hard at work
mastering new skills to compete at the international level and she
mentally prepares for big competitions by “replaying my routines in
my head every night”.
Another goal on Mack's horizon is to obtain a scholarship in
gymnastics to pursue her studies in the USA. Her mom noted that
she has never veered away from her desire to become a marine
biologist when she grows up.
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Mack comes from a family of athletes. Both her brother and sister share
her passion and drive for competitive sports. Mack looks up to her
older brother Braedan because "he gives 110% to both school and
sports." He plays on the Ultimate Frisbee National Team. She is also
fortunate to be able to share her love of gymnastics at OGC with her
younger sister Bree.
According to Mack, "My sister is always cheering with you”. She adds,
“If you’re not happy, she’s always happy for you.”
In addition to
Mack, what do you prefer?
family support,
1. Bars or Floor? ……………......Floor
Mack has a
2. Chin-ups or squats? …….... Chin-ups
strong bond at
3. Strength or flexibility? …....Strength
the gym with
4. Training or competition?.…Competition
her OGC friends
and coaches.
When she is not baking at home, she enjoys spending time with her
teammates. “It seems she can’t get enough of them! They are always at
each other’s homes on the weekend. They really are like sisters to Mack. Charlie
(friend & fellow gymnast,) and Mack also attend a kickboxing class on Saturday
mornings just for fun! They can’t sit still – they want to be busy all the time”,
says Mack’s mom.
For Mack, “always being positive and happy” are defining characteristics. She is
also self-motivated, hard working and perseverant. Coach Lorne Bobkin sums
her up in a few words: “Team player, enjoys helping younger athletes and works
through adversity – She is just Awesome!”
Mack's
advice
to
overcome a fear is,
“everyday keep trying.
Eventually, you get over
your fear and you’ll be so
proud of yourself. Never
give up. Keep pushing
through it.”
Great advice she received from her coaches: “It can be like a
rollercoaster ride. Keep your end goal in mind. Even on the down,
keep your focus on the small, good things that happened in your
day. In the end, you’ll reach your goal” and so far, Mack certainly
has! Keep up it Mack – we will be cheering for you at the 2020
Olympics!
Written by: Ann Spooner
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MAG UPDATE - Let Me Be The Judge of That!
After every Olympic Quadrennial, international judges must attend their respective continental
judge’s course to be taught and tested on the new rules and regulations in place for the
upcoming cycle. MAG coaches Greg Jackson and Jason Haid recently attended the international
judging course held in Toronto for the 2017–2020 cycle.

Greg Jackson

Greg started judging in 1987 while still an athlete, as many of our older Oakville athletes are
doing now. He moved up to a National level in 1996 and on to International level (FIG Brevet) in
2001. Judging has provided him with many opportunities to evaluate the very best athletes in
our sport at major events such as the Pan-Am Games in 2007 and 2015, the Commonwealth
Games in 2010 as well as many other competitions as far away as Japan.
Jason received his FIG Brevet in 2013 for the 2013-2016 Olympic Cycle. In addition to countless
domestic competitions (both Provincial and National,) Jason has judged at the 2014 Senior Pan
American Championships, the Toronto
2015 Pan American Games, and the 2016
Olympic Hopes Cup in the Czech Republic.

Jason Haid

It is also important to note that MAG
coach Dave Harris is a former
international power tumbling judge and a
men’s artistic provincial judge. He has
judged
internationally for Canada,
attending over a dozen World Cup
competitions
and
two
World
Championships (St. Petersburg, Russia and
Birmingham, England) and two World
Games (Germany and Taiwan).

Coach Greg with a critical judge's eye on OGC MAG
Athlete Jayson Rampersad

Judging experience is a valuable coaching
asset. Our athletes benefit from the
coach's ability to look at a skill or routine
through the very different eyes of a judge.
Dave Harris
Techniques, trends and tactics in our sport
are continually changing. A judge does not evaluate how far an
athlete has progressed or how much effort they have put into their
training. They evaluate the one performance presented to them at
that moment in time. They are looking at angles in end positions, the
OGC MAG Athletes at the judges' table with Coach
angles in the arm and leg bends, the length of time of hold parts and
Dave, Coach Jason and Coach Greg.
whether or not the gymnast “stuck” their dismount; among many
other things. While a coach may be elated with an athlete’s best ever performance, a judge may not hold that performance
in such high regard. Having the knowledge to properly construct routines and a deep understanding of how they will be
scored, gives our club significant competitive advantages.
Written by: Heidi Rampersad
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Meet the Athlete - Nathan Wu
For Men's Artistic Gymnast, Nathan Wu, the 2016/2017
competitive season has brought about some major
changes and opportunities. Advancing from the
Provincial Stream into Elite 4, he continues to work
diligently on cleaning up his form in order to reach his
personal goal of qualifying for Easterns.
According to Nathan, who trains 20 hours each week,
"the hardest thing is nailing the routines with good
form". So right now, for him, it's all about form. He is
extremely focused on taking the strong skill set he has
acquired and polishing every single element of the 14
routines he will present in competition in order to achieve consistency at qualifiers.
(NB: The Elite level has six compulsory and six optional event routines, as well as a strength routine on parallel bars and a flexibility
routine on floor.)

The season has already been marked by several successes for Nathan. He showed significant improvement in his
performance from the first to second qualifiers and was approved for the Men's Tour which occurs in March. Earlier this
year, he also attended two Elite 4 training camps; one in Saskatoon over the summer, another in Montreal in December.
The Elite training camps stream potential athletes for upcoming Olympic games, so it's no surprise that the boys train hard.
They also have exposure to National Olympic coaches and the opportunity to meet and train with approximately 30 of the
top Canadian MAG gymnasts at this level.
Are the Olympics in Nathan's future plans? He's not sure. Right now, he's simply too focused on the daily challenges of
perfecting form and eliminating "spaghetti legs" to think that far ahead.
He seems to be off to a solid start though. According to coach Jason Haid, "Nathan started off on the right path by deciding
that this is something he is intrinsically motivated to do. Hard work, dedication and enjoying the journey are essential
qualities that Nathan embodies, but his success will always be attributed to his desire."
After eight years of gymnastics training, that desire and love for the sport are as strong as
ever. "It's just fun and I like to work together with my friends on different skills," he says.
Nathan is currently working on achieving consistency with giants on his favourite event,
the parallel bars. "It's tough, but I can work through it; challenging, but then I feel
successful when I work through it," he confides.
His greatest gymnastic challenge so far, has been holding a press on rings. Like everything
else, Nathan faced this challenge with quiet determination. To overcome the difficulty, "I
just warm up more and focus on technique," he says.
This composed, positive attitude seems to be his trademark and an essential quality for an athlete participating in such a
demanding and often unforgiving sport. "He always faces challenges and walks away positive; walks away with a smile," says
mother, Iris. "He's always ready to come train, to work hard, to be positive, to cheer on his teammates, to achieve goals."
When training is over and it's time to unwind, this focused and dedicated athlete is like most 13 year old boys. He spends his
free time playing video games, wrestling with his new puppy or digging into some schnitzel. And when asked if he has any
advice for other boys who might be looking to follow in his footsteps, Nathan immediately and firmly suggests, "work hard
and always train with good form."
Written by: C. Jackson
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ACRO UPDATE
The Acro competitors from Oakville Gymnastics will be attending the 1st Vegas Acro Cup from March 28 – April 2, 2017.
Acro Las Vegas, with the support of USA Gymnastics is pleased to host this competition in the exciting city of Las Vegas,
Nevada and we are so excited to have competitors attending from our Junior, Senior and Elite groups. Coaches Scott and
Greg, along with parent chaperones and many proud parents and families will also be there to support our athletes.
Written by: Raffaella Sanchez

Meet the Athletes - Juliana Summers and Mikaela Pingol
1. Who are Juliana Summers and Mikaela Pingol (acro pair team)?
Juliana: My name is Juliana and I am an 11 year old acro gymnast.
I have 2 older brothers, a dog and a cat. In my spare time I like to
swim, dance, sing, ride my bike and travel to hot places.
Mikaela: My name is Mikaela and Juliana and I are a 12-18
Women's pair.
2. What is the highlight of your acro career so far?
Juliana: The highlight of my acro career so far is without a doubt,
travelling with Acro Team Canada to China for Worlds last March.
It was an amazing adventure and an honour for me to be a part of
it.
Mikaela: The highlights of my acro career so far are when I was a
top in a Women's trio, attending The World Acrobatic
Championships in 2012 in Florida and in 2014 in Levallois, Paris.
Also, I attended the Volkov Cup in Russia placing second and
becoming the Turin Cup Champion in Italy in 2015 as a Women's
pair.
3. What are your goals for this season?
Juliana: My goals for this season are for us to continue to improve on the skills we have been working on and to do our
best in all our upcoming competitions.
Mikaela: My goals for this season are to work hard, be persistent and enjoy this upcoming acro season! Another goal
of mine is to become stronger as a base and acrobat.
4. What are your goals for your career together as an acro pair?
Juliana: Right now, Mikaela and I are looking ahead to next year's World competition in Belgium and this is
definitely a big goal for us. The trials will be in December so we have about 10 months to get ready to qualify. We
are both determined and are working very hard to make sure we are ready when the time comes!
Mikaela: The goals for this season are to attend the Pan Am games in October and to perform the best possible
routines we can at every competition.
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5. Have you ever had a setback in this sport and what did you do to overcome it?
Juliana: I haven't ever really had a setback so far. I have been lucky to have
had a smooth path in my acro career!
Mikaela: One setback that I have had in this sport was at the 2014 World
Championships when I fell on one of my easiest skills, "Mexican on teepee". I
overcame this setback by learning from my mistakes. Falling taught me to
always work a bit harder, a bit smarter and that everything happens for a
reason.
6. What inspires or motivates you to keep going?
Juliana: I am very motivated by the close friendships and sense of belonging I
have with my acro friends. I also keep in touch with other athletes that I have
met at international competitions. I am inspired by their progress and
accomplishments and I also want to be inspirational to others in acro as well. I
love the travel and I live for those moments when we step out onto the
competition floor and get to really show what we have worked so hard to
achieve.
Mikaela: What inspires and motivates me to keep going is the love and
support I receive from my teammates and coaches at training every day. I
remember how much fun and joy I have when I perform and compete!
Another thing that inspires me, is looking up to the Senior level acrobats.
Written by: Jennifer Sweetland

TUMBLING UPDATE - OGC National Tumblers medal at
Pan Am T & T Championships in Colombia
Congratulations to the Oakville Gymnastics Club National
Tumblers who competed in the 2016 Pan American
Championships for Trampoline & Tumbling, from 2nd4th December, 2016. They all came home with great
memories AND medals!
The Championships were held in Bogota, Colombia, in an
open-air facility, which was a first for coach Don Holmes,
who accompanied the team. It presented some
challenges when there was rain, but overall, the Oakville
tumblers were happy to take a break from the Canadian
winter and enjoy some warm Colombian weather.

Elizabeth Karam, Emily Harrison, Helen Dong
and Emma Chau

In the 13-14 Girls Tumbling division, Emily Harrison
captured gold, coming back from a fall in the preliminary
rounds to overtake her teammate Helen Dong, who
landed in second place.
(Continued on the following page)
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(Continued from previous page)

In the 15-16 Girls Tumbling division, Emma Chau lead the pack going into the finals and managed to stay on top, nudging
fellow Oakville tumbler Elizabeth Karam into the silver medal position.
Senior Tumbler, Michael Chaves captured the silver medal just
behind his teammate Jon Schwaiger. This was Michael’s third
international medal as part of the Canadian Tumbling Team.
Competitive sports require more than physical discipline and a
love of the sport. The higher up the ranks you move, the more
important mental preparation becomes. Each athlete has to
find what works for them. Elizabeth likes to find a quiet place to
be with her thoughts and visualize her passes. Emma and Emily
bring headphones so they can listen to music and cut out the
activity around them, and Helen is the social butterfly, soaking
up the energy and excitement.
After the competition, the Oakville Tumbling team had some time to see the sights in Bogota. The landscape is mountainous
and the girls were shocked at how fast people drove around the bends. In the historical heart of the city, they toured the
largest cathedral built in Colombia, on the site of the first church built in Bogota, in the Plaza de Bolivar. Then they visited
the colourful market to do a little shopping. They admired the handicrafts and sampled the local foods. Coach Don added
some great photographs in his post about the trip on the OGC Tumbling blog, including one with him surrounded by pigeons,
channeling his youth as a Bird Trainer at the African Lion Safari.

The OGC Tumblers made lots of new friends from South America over the
course of their week in Bogota although none of them spoke Spanish, and
they’ve remained in contact with several athletes they met there through
social media.
This was the first International tumbling competition for Helen and Emily, the
youngest of the bunch, but Elizabeth and Emma have competed previously
together in Florida. As the senior team member, Michael is the most travelled
of the group. Trips like this are an important perk for competitive athletes,
and by the sound of it, this one was a lot of fun!
*You can find all of the OGC Tumbling passes on Youtube at the following link: https://www.youtube.com/user/donaldarchieholmes
Written by: Donna Grandin
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Thanks to our OGC Sponsors and
Partners for their support!
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